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The learning environment is characterised by four things: 
- If the environment is predictable  

- If the body needs to use large muscle groups  

- If the athlete can choose when to execute the skill  

- If the execution of the skill has a clear beginning 

of the skill
NATURE



closed skill
• can be carried out in a stable, steady learning environment, which is 

predictable 

• training in a closed environment = distraction free environment = 

focus on improving technique  

• without the added stress of noise, opponents or weather conditions 

• skill becomes easier to learn through repetition

open skill
• can be carried out in a slightly unpredictable and ever-

changing environment 

• This is good to help develop decision-making and playing 

under any condition 

• factors such as weather that changes, a poor playing 

surface that has been affected or even unconventional 

tactics being used in a game can mean that the athlete may 

need to modify or change their technique in order to adapt to 

the unpredictability

is the environment
predictable?

fine motor skill
• small muscle groups generate an accurate movement 

• often found in movements that require finesse and limited movement

gross motor skill
• utilises the larger muscle groups to generate a less than 

accurate movement 

• often found in team games, such as sports where there is 

running, leaping or tackling are involved

does the body use
large muscle 

groups?



self-paced skill
• executed when athletes decide to execute them

externally-paced skill
• the skill execution is not up to the athlete 

• carried out when external mediums force them do it

can the athlete
choose when 

to do it?

discrete skills
• are movements that have a clear beginning and end

serial skills
• are when a movement is an amalgamation of discrete skills

continuous skills
• have no set beginning or ending 

• these skills are repetitive and may appear ongoing 

• can start and stop at any point during the movement 

• the movement starts and stops with the athlete

has the skill have a 
clear beginning?
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decision-making = important aspect of any sport  - especially  team sports 

Any decision = external cues that force a response 

improve decision-making ability = performing game like situations 

coaches = use effective questioning  

  = ask to think and understand the choices to boost this process 

use video analysis and problem solving 

include variation and creativity into their training sessions

DECISION - MAKING
promotes effective defence and /or attack 

Improvement in cognitive development is done by using scenario-

based skills and small-sided games 

The advanced skill is learned by:  

- being able to read the play 

- come up with strategies 

- create tactics and effectively use them 

… but comes after several years of game playing & good coaching

TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
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massed practice
• stages of constant practice with brief rest intervals 

• ideal for fun activities that are moderately intense or for very extremely 

motivated athletes

distributed practice
• short work periods with regular rest periods 

• better for activities that are regarded as being difficult to 

repetitive – geared more for high-intense activities where 

motivation can be low

PRACTICE METHODS
massed vs.  

distributed



whole practice
• the practice of a skill completely 

• this type of practice geared more toward advanced or autonomous learners

part practice
• the isolation of certain mechanisms  

… that are then practiced and combined 

• it is ideal for novice athletes still in the cognitive stage

PRACTICE METHODS
whole vs. part
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This is information given that pertains to a particular performance skill 

extremely important= help athletes better improve their performance 

feedback can do three things:  

1. reinforce the successful skills 

2. correct and change skills that are not successful  

3. continue to motivate the athlete.

3 factors that must be taken into consideration: 

1. source  

2. type  

3. timing

this is the information that comes from a source that isn’t the athlete 

INTERNAL FEEDBACK 
(intrinsic)

this is information that comes from an athletes internal thoughts  

•comes from the performer’s senses 

•develop an ability to know when they’re making mistakes and have the 

knowledge and skills to correct them  

• the athlete is able to develop and refine their kinaesthetic sense  
= more likely to recognise how a successful movement should feel

EXTERNAL FEEDBACK 
(extrinsic)

feedback source



this is feedback that’s given after a skill has been completed 

• can happen immediately after the performance or days later

CONCURRENT FEEDBACK 
(during)

This is feedback given while the performance is going on 

• may make some changes in the middle of executing the movement or 

they may adjust it for the next time they make the movement.  

• the process that allows feedback to be delivered around the body is 

known as proprioception 

• messages are sent from muscles groups to the brain saying that the 

movement was either good or bad

DELAYED FEEDBACK 
(after)

feedback timing

the athlete knowing how well the skill is performed  

• could be vital to improving technique and performance 

• important coaches are aware of proper technique and how to provide 
feedback and training to develop their athletes

knowledge of 
RESULTS

the outcome of the event 

• cognitive learners will see value in the result as they are still developing 

their movement patterns

knowledge of 
PERFORMANCE

feedback type


